







































































































JORDAN WIGNER ID chains

Particularly in CMP we employ differentoperatorsand Qp
statistics in order to solvemodels today we will
introduce a representation that is relevant to ID spin models

Consider ID XXZ model

H Egg Six t S SY DS Ff

We can consider a representation in terms of spinless
fermions similar to the Holstein Primakoff post
representation from spin wave theory

consider nf t
n o

u j ni

5 aitai I fit 9it Ii a

However this representation cairn fulfill the
spin commutatoon relations since

SitSgt 0 but fermionic operators
anticommute on differentsites

we can solve this by introducing aphase factor

5 aitai I sit _af exp it afa
Si exp it afaj ai










































































































The new phase factor expE 3 counts the number of
fermions to the left of site i

O_0 O O O O O
i I 2 3 4 N 2 N I N

Let us substitute these operators in

H 3 ixsftSissptDsFSfJ

3ffEfsitiItSiSi.I DSESE

3 tzfaitexpEitsgafajfexpl itefiifeae39 tt

f Tt
expE it 9faj aiai't exp iteqi.aede

DCaitai E attain I
Now since afaj Ata 0 Hi j then we

can write
I

14 3 E aitexpE it ai ai I ai't
aiexpetitai aiJatin
DCaitai E attain I










































































































E aitaitiexpE it at 9
att aiexplitai ai
DCaitai E aittaiti E

At this point we can evaluate the phase factors
if we act

Aitti9 14
we must have either 0 or 121 must have 1 Permian
at i Therefore we may write

att ai expEitaita3143
Ait ai exp Eit 3 4
airfai 14

Similarity
aitaiti expE itaita 145
aitaiti expE it o 3 14
aTatti 14

So finally we have

H IF Tf faitatit
t att ai Baitai Dai'T9in
Data 9THAit










































































































So we have a model of fermions that interact via
nearestneighbor interactions
We can diagonalize the single particle port via Fourier
transform

9 it ri
que

DNFtin I fate q e
i k ri in Kita

getque
ekCri ta ik ri

D autge e ite
k ri

Dantan e ite k Cri ta

JD aitaiait ai't

DNF t Z aEa eika e
i ka 2b

JD aitaiait ai't
H DNF t J cos ka D ate an

JD aitaia aim

so we find that we can map the spin model
to a model with spinless fermions with nearest
neighbor interactions










































































































Let us first consider the so called XK model
with J 0 antiferromagnetic and D O

Hae Ere Antar j Ee cos ka
k

since these are fermions we fill up to the
chemical potential which is zero

this provides
an exact Sol n

arm

filled States

Now let us consider different expectation values

Me L Efaita
E aeta

This measures the number of fermions which isNz

Me Nz Etz 0
We can also compute correlation functions like

s SED
The calculation is qu te involved however we can










































































































The calculation is quite involved however we can

find
him six sit O
r soo

so the X Y model does not have any long range
magnetic order Order is suppressed by quantum

fluctuations
There are different types of excitations

For example we can consider excitations that
preserve the magnetization So the total is

constant

These excitations consist of particle hole
excitations where we shifta Fermion below the
fermi surface to above the Ef These are

gap less if the momentumtransfer is K QT

However there is a continuum of possible
excited States at each momentum transfer

E

continuum of excitations

k
O TT 2117










































































































0 Tfa 2

As we increase D to approach the Heisenberg
model we introduce interactions The solution
can then be obtained using the Bethe Ansatz
which is beyond this course however the solution
retains many features of the Xf Model including

Since Mz 0 for all D between 0 and I
it follows that the interacting model is I filled
The Sol n has no long range order for 0 DE l
So correlation functions have Moocs Stir7 0

Theexcitations form a continuum with similar
momentum profile










































































































Kitaev Honeycomb Model
Now we will consider another model that admits
an exact solution but uses more modern
technology

A Kitaev

Anyons in an exactly solvable model and
beyond Annals of physics 321 2006

The model

consider the following Hamiltonian on the

honeycomb graphene lattice

F H OFF
where 0 8 2 Sit
and F x

y
z

we consider an 1 sing like
Hamiltonian but a different spin component
is coupled on each bond

In order to diagonalize the Hamiltonian
we will use a specific representation of










































































































the spin operators

Introduce MajoranaOperators Ci b f bD BE
Oik ibitci

where theseoperators satisfy operators
anti commute
and squareGCj Si j t S j 1 Cj Ci to one

bfbf SijSap Si Sap D b bi
Ci bj bFci

We can conceptually think of theseoperators as
being half of a fermion

CA ft ft CB f f ft
this will turn out to be useful later
e g CaCA f ft ft ft

ff ft ft fft tf tf
O










































































































Now rewriting the Hamiltonian

HE Cibitci i BEG

bitbiteCj
At first glance it looks like we haven't done anything
useful we seem to have pure interactions

r r
However we can notice that H bi bj O

for E and j nearest neighborsalong the 2 bond

Check H b BE

Em betbinceCm bibs

Embetbut Cecm BEBE
berbmfb.itBE Cecm

here if 2 17 this is zero
if 2 Z then we must
have either et i w j

met org
o

or
em j o










































































































Since H bi b 0 eigenstates of H must

be eigenstates of bibf for all bands

So motivated by this let us introduce

Uij Uji ibFbjt j Vij
2
1

this way Luijs I l

H i E ai j Cig
Cij

So we have managed to write this as

a hoppingHamiltonian for majoras a C fermions
with a hoppingstrength determined by the

Uij bond variables which can be Il

To put this into a more familiar representation
let's glue the c fermions in the same unit cell

together










































































































OA

Mrs H
a OFF

where 0 8 257
and 8 x

O A y
B B z

On A Sob lattice Ci fu tent
on B sublattice Ci fn frit

Alang z bonds
now h labels unit cell

z A B
i Uij Ci Cj

2

I fuijffntfnt fn fut
UFJ fnfnofntfnt fntfn frff.TT
z
nij 2fntfn 1

Along X bonds and y bonds

My Af Bi Uij Ci Cj
U 4

fu fut fm fut
night fnfm fntfmt fntfm fo.fm
NyUi j fntfmtfmtfn fnf.vn fntfmt










































































































O O O

WO O

H 2 I Uif Cfntfn E
unit cells

nm

U Yfntfmtfmtfntfnfm fnt.fm

These are now spin less fermions which took
a little like the T W fermions from the ID

models However we also have terms like

ftft and Ff You will learn in the next
section of the course that these terms

are associated with the fermion pairing
in the BCS approach to superconductivity

20 Sol in to Kitaev model is like
a spinon superconductor

Great are we done

No










































































































Checkwhether theysatisfy the commutation
relations

it 0,9 Zi OE
remember Sx Sy i Sz

OY Oi i bici i bik i biki ibici
I b i'ai b DCi t bi'sCibixCi
bi bi CiCi bi b Fei Ci
2b i'b P

we can see that the commutation relation is satisfied
only if i

eOF bib
i bici b i'bi

7Why do we need
bitCi 2 i bib bitci this extra

constraint1 ibi

so our theory must be invarient under

a local Zz transformation D 2 1

However Di Ufj
ibixb.isbite sibitbf










































































































bixbisbitcibfbf bibjbfb.ttbite
2bEb CibF
2 Di UFJ f 0

Acting Di on a wavefunction flips Caij on all

neighbouringbonds

In the physical Hilbert space where the commutation
relations are preserved D must act as an identity
operator but in our approach it changes Uij
configurations

WHAT IS GOING ON

Forevery unit cell i.e two sites

Physicals majaranaspace
2 spins Ca CB majorana I real

fermion
2 States

4 total States
3 4,9 2 2 2per 2N t

4 Nk 2N 16 States per 2N

total States I6 Me 4N
total states










































































































Our effective Hilbertspace is too large

Some configurations in our expanded

Hilbert space correspond to the same

physical state

we are discussing a IG gaugetheory

We need to have some way to fix ourgauge
Similar to Et M the Zz flux through any
loop is gauge invarient This is the product
of Uij around any closed loop

by For example
3 s

ZZ ZZ
Wp U z423434445US6461Z G

4 OF02 05058 06
we have w p H 0 Wp2 11 so Wp I

eigenstates of it must be eigenstates of Wp










































































































Features of the model
1 It can be shown numerically that
the ground state of the model has
all Lwp t 1 With a particular
choice of gauge the ground state has
cell Uij t l

Z There are two types of excitations
a flipping Uij on one band flipping
Wps as two neighboringplaquettes

b making particle hole excitations in the

fermion sector

3 Since the ground state has up tl
We can show i

w p lHgs Ngs
WpQMWp Oi if i EP

coins tugs I 0in Ugs Hgs1WpOFWpNgs
coins

coin 0

The grind State cannot have magnetic
order










































































































we can use a similar method to show
that gg.ro D o if i and j are
farther than nearest neighbours So

Spin spin correlations are extremely
short ranged



Howbigianatibutspau7
Wecould glue the majaranas back together
in a different way for example
Atevery site introduce

a p fi biz a fist
b fi z fi I bit ti f z fit
our Hilbert space is now equivalent
to two real fermions per site

Hilbert space is spanned by
n

O
O

I i is
But physical Hilbert space has 2
degrees of freedom i e Spin T d
So our Majorana Hilbert space is
2x times too large per site 2N times


